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CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES FOR THE DEFORMATION

OF FLAT CONNECTIONS1
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HUEI-SHYONG LUE

ABSTRACT.  In this paper, we study the secondary characteristic classes

derived from flat connections.   Let Ai be a differential manifold with flat connec-

tion Wq.  If/is a diffeomorphism of M, then u>j = f*Wç is another flat connec-

tion.  Denote by a the difference of these two connections.  Then a and its

exterior covariant derivative Da are both tensorial forms on M.   To each invariant

polynomial ip of GL(n, R), where n = dim M, <p(a; Da) is a globally defined form

on M.   The class {jp(a; Da)} e H(M; R) for deg <p > 1 gives rise to an obstruction

of the deformability from Wq to ux.  In particular, we prove that (+) and (-)

connections, in the sense of E. Cartan, cannot be deformed to each other.

Introduction. Only very recently has the theory of secondary characteristic

classes been extensively studied. While the primary characteristic classes deal

with the topological features of a manifold, the secondary characteristic classes

are primarily concerned with its underlying geometric structures.

Let F be a principal (7-bundle over M with a connection form co on P. We

denote by Í2 the curvature form of co. Let ip be an invariant symmetric poly-

nomial of degree k on the Lie algebra g of G.  If we put

fif = tdoj + (i2/2) [co, co] for tE [0,1],

and

7V(co) = k J   v>(co; Slt)dt,

then we have d7V(cj) = ip(f2).

The form <p{Sl) can be projected to the base manifold M and it is a closed

form. It is well known that the class {<p(i2)} G H2k{M; R) is independent of the

choice of the connection form co and is called the characteristic class of P defined

byv>.
Contrary to these facts about characteristic classes, the form T<p{u>) is in

general defined on the bundle space P and depends on the connection. In [3],
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Chern and Simons gave a formula (see Proposition (1.4) and a simple proof will

be given in §4) which described how this form depends on the connection. Things

become more interesting when the characteristic form $0,) vanishes. In this

case, 7V>(co) is a closed form and it represents an element (7V(co)} of the deRham

cohomology group of P.  There are many interesting cases where the characteristic

form <¿>(£2) vanishes.

Let F be a foliation of codimension a on a manifold M. If we denote by

N = TM/F the normal bundle of F in M, then Bott's vanishing theorem says that,

with respect to any basic connection co of the normal bundle N, <p¡(£L) = 0 for

/ > [q/2] + 1, where <¿>;. is the /th Pontrjagin polynomial on gl(c/; R). The sec-

ondary characteristic classes derived in this way are called the generalized

Godbillon-Vey classes which have been studied extensively by Bott, Haefliger,

Kamber and Tondeur.

In [3], Chern and Simons considered a manifold immersed in Euclidean

space and obtained some necessary conditions for the immersion to be conformai.

Kobayashi and Ochiai [6] gave a unified treatment of the Chern-Simons' results

when M has a G-structure of order two.

1° [7] > [8], Kamber and Tondeur constructed certain characteristic invariants

A„.(xf) £ H2'~liM; R) for /' = 1, 3, 5,. .. associated to each affine manifold M.

(See Theorem 1.) They are deformation invariants for i > 1.

In this paper, we shall investigate more closely the secondary characteristic

classes which are derived from flat connections. If co0 is a flat connection on M,

and if/is a diffeomorphism of M, then/*co0 = co, gives another flat connection.

Let a denote the difference of these two connections. Then a is a tensor field of

type (1, 1) on M. The exterior covariant derivative Da of a with respect to the

connection co0 is another tensor field. (For definition of Da, see §1.) Hence,

to each invariant symmetric polynomial ip on $in; R), n = dim M, (pXpc, Da) is a

globally defined form on M.  It is a closed form. Such a class {<p(a; Da)} E

HiM; R) gives an obstruction to the deformability of co0 to co, (Theorem 2).

Using this fact, we can prove that the (+) and (-) connections on 50(3) cannot

be deformed to each other via flat connections.

Following Bott's idea in [1], we give a systematic treatment of transgression

forms in §4. This treatment greatly simplifies the proofs of Chern-Simons' for-

mula (Proposition (1.4)) and Heitsch's formula (Corollary (2.2)). On the other

hand, this treatment gives us an invariant in each connected component of the

space of flat connections.

1. Generalities. In this section, we will fix the notations and derive the

basic formulas which will be used in the subsequent sections. Mainly, we will

follow the notations in [5].
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If M is a differentiable manifold and V a finite-dimensional vector space,

then we denote by Aq{M; V) the space of all F-valued ¿/-forms on M.  If V = R,

we put Aq{M) = Aq{M; R). Aq{M; V) is a module over A°{M) and the direct

sum of A'CM; V) is denoted by A{M; V)

A(M;I0=SA'?(M'F)-
q

Let G be a Lie group with its Lie algebra denoted by g. If {e¡}"=1 is a

basis of g with structure constants {c^}, that is, [e¡, ek] = éjket, then we have

the induced map denoted by the same symbol [ , ] : Aq{M;i) x Ar(M;g) —*

Aq+r{M; g) which is expressed as follows:

For % = Z?=1 %l ® et, n = s;=1 n1 ® ef,

[%,n] =c)k%'h nk®e¡.

It is easy to verify the following formulas:

(1 -1)        K, ri\ = (- l)qr+ x [17, £]    for | G AW. 8)» r¡ E Ar{M; fl),

(1.2) d[%,n] = {d%,n]+{-\)q[%,dr\],

(1.3) (-1FK, fo,*]] +(-l/<7['7, [0,1]] +(-iHo, ß.fl]] =0

for fl G AS(M; g).

(1.3) is called the Jacobi identity. In particular, we have

(1.4) R, %%\\ =0   for % E Aq{M; g).

Let F be a principal bundle over M with structure group G. A connection

form co of F is a g-valued 1-form on F such that

(i) co{A) = A for A E g, and

(Ü) F|co = Ad(g_1)co for g EG.

The curvature form Í2 of co is given by Í2 = dco + Vi [co, co].

Definition (1.1). Let p: G —*■ GUV) be a representation. £ G A?(F; F)

is called a tensorial a-form on F of type {V, p) if

(i) /(X)| = 0 for X E g, where i(J0 is the inner product, and

(ii) R*$ - pfr-1)* for g eG.
We will be interested only in tensorial forms of the type (g, ad), so hence-

forth we shall use the words tensorial form to mean tensorial form of the type

(8> ad).

Given a connection form co on F, we define the exterior covariant different-

iation D on the tensorial forms by Da = da+ [co, a].

The space of tensorial forms is stable under the action D. It is also easy

to see that the curvature form Í2 is a tensorial 2-form. If co0, ù)x are two connec-
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tion forms on P, then co, - co0 is a tensorial form.

We prepare the following well-known lemma which will be used in the

sequel.

Lemma (12). (i) DÍ2 = 0 iBianchi identity),

(ii) D2a = [Í2, a] if a is a tensorial form.

Proof.

DSl = dû, + [co, Í2] = didu + &[co, co]) + [co, rfco + ^[co, co]]

= [du, co] + [co, cfco]    by Jacobi identity

= 0   by (1.1).

D2a = diDa) + [co, Da] = dida + [co, a] ) + [co, da + [co, a] ]

= [du, a] + [co, [co, a] ]

= [cfco, a] + &[[co, co], a]    by (1.3)

= [n, a] -

Denote by /*(G) the set of all symmetric multilinear mappings <p: g x • • •

x g —> R such that

rtadGOX,,. . . , ndig)Xk) = ¥>(*,,. . . , Xk)   for g E G, X¡ E fl.

If £,, . . . , %k are g-valued forms on F of degree dx,. . . ,dk respectively,

then we can define a (d, + d2 + • • • + cffc)-form ̂(1,,. . ., %k) on P as follows:

If {ef}f=, is a basis of g, £f = 2;£/ ® <?,- for / = 1, 2,. . . , 7c

rtSi. •••.**) - Z^/y • • • • %)*? A • • • A ¿*.

The definition is independent of the choice of ex,. . ., en. If {£f}f=, are

tensorial forms, then the form ^(1,,. . . , %k) can be projected to the base mani-

fold M.  The following proposition is also well known.

Proposition (1.3). (i) Let £,- be a tensorial d¡-form on P.  Then for y £

IkiG), we have

d&i, - • • ̂ fc)=Z(-1)dl + '"+tí,'~1^i' • • • '^i' ■ •• '**)

for any connection D.

(ii) For i-valued 1-form 6 on P, we have

Zi-»dï+'"+d'tâi>■ ■ • - Ri.*].• • • >h) = o-

For convenience, we will use the following notation used by Chern. For
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<p G Ik{G), <p{X1,... ,Xj',Y) abbreviates the function that Y appears in the last

{k - 0-slots. In particular, tfX) = i&X,... , X), tfX; Y) = <p{X, Y,. . . , Y).

Let F be a principal G-bundle over M with connection form co on F.  Put

cof = fco, t E [0, 1 ], S2f = do;, + % [cof, 03t].

For <p G Ik{G), we define

r<p(co) = fcf1 ifiiu; ü,t)dt.
J 0

Then we have dT<p{u) = <p{Sl). The dependence of this form on the connections

is given by the following.

Proposition (1.4) (Chern-Simons [3]). If cos is a 1-parameter family

of connections on P, then

(9/9s)7V(cos) = k^i{dfds)o}s; £ls) + exact form.

A simple proof of this formula is given in §4.

2. The main formula. If co0 and co¡ are two connection forms on F, put

a = coj - co0, co, = co0 + ta, t E [0, 1], Í2f = dcof + î4[cof, co,].

Then a, ilt are tensorial forms and we have the following generalized

Gauss-Codazzi equation.

(2.1) Slt = Sl0+tDa + {t2l2)[a,a]    for t E [0,1],

where D is the exterior covariant derivative with respect to the connection form

co0.

Proof of (2.1).

Í2f = dco, + 54[co,, cof] = dco0 + tda + V¡[u0 + ta, co0 + ta]

= Ü0 + t{da + [co0, a] ) + {t2f2)[a, a] = Í20 + tDa + {t2f2)[a, a].

Similarly, we have

(2.2)      at = mx + (i -on0 + ̂  2^Ia»°J   forre [o,i].

Comparing (2.1) and (2.2), we have

(2.3) Da = fij - n0 - K[a, a].

Instead of the Bianchi identity, we have

(2.4) Düt = t[Slt,a].

Proof of (2.4). By the Bianchi identity, we have Dfl.t = 0. Dt, by

definition, is the exterior covariant derivative with respect to co,. Hence

0 = Dp.t = d£lt + [cof, fi,] = dfi, + [co0 + ta, Í2,] = DSlt + t [a, Slt].
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Thus, by (1.1), we obtain (2.4).

The following proposition is well known.

Proposition (2.1) (Chern-Weil). IfyE IkiG), then (9/3í>p(í2r) =

dikifiia; Í2,)).

The proof of this proposition can be found in [5].

Motivated by Chern-Simons' work, we propose to study the dependence of

the form <pia; £lt) on the connections.

Main formula (25). Let co, cos, s E [0,1], be connection forms on P.

Put

aJ = cos-co,   coJ = co + fas,   fij = d<Js + &[coJ, coj].

Then for y E IkiG), we have

J^rt<V, £2*) = -ik - \)td*(as, |-cos; flj)

where /? is the exterior covariant derivative with respect to the connection co.

Proof.

^as; S# + (fc - l)tdv (a5, ¿cos; £2j)

+ (* - l)t<p(Das, Ij.«,; «*) - (* - l)^(as, J^-flar,; J2j)

+ <* - IX* - 2)i^(as, £-«,, 00$ Í2j).

By the generalized Gauss-Codazzi equation (2.1), we have Í2* = SI + tDas +

it2/2)[as,as]. Hence we have

Thus the second and fourth terms of the right-hand side yield to

ik - \yp (as; £-S2¡) - tik - iyp (as, ^Das; ü¡)
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By the invariance of <p, Proposition (1.3), together with (2.4), we can

simplify the right-hand side to

RHS = *(îïa*' n0 + (Jc~1)t2^' [o7a°' °J; nV

+ {k- 1)^ (pas, ^a,; ü¡) +{k- IX* - 2)t<p (a,, ^as, DSl¡; S2|)

= ^a,; ül) +{k- l)t\([a„ eg, ^«V S2j)

+ (*-l>*(|-«í,ZfcVí2í')

= <p (^as, ill + {k- l)t2 [a,, as] +{k- l)tDa,; a*)

= vQ¿as,Sl + tkDas + tYK«ll]-,al)   by (2.1).   Q£D.

Integrating the main formula, we have

Corollary (22) (Heitsch) [4]. The assumptions are the same as in

the main formula.  We have

37 Jo <*"*'' n$dt = *\ta*' n') + exactf°mL

In §4, we will see that this formula can be derived quite easily from a

more general setting. As an application, we have the generalized Chern-Weil

formula.

Corollary (2.3). Let oj, be a smooth 1-parameter family of connections

on P.  Then for <p E Ik{G) we have

(9/3sMSy = d(^((9/9s)cos; £2,)).

Another application of the main formula is concerned with flat connections.

Proposition (2.4). Let co be a flat connection in the main formula (2.5).

Then for <p E Ik{G), we have

¿rtcy Da,) = -{k - l)d<p(a„ £-cy Da,) + k^as; Da,).

Proof.  Since co is flat, by (2.1) we have Í2J = tDa, + {t2/2)[as, as].

Putting Í2J in the main formula, we have
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^-„(ty tDas + Ç [as, aj) = -<k - l)td<p (a,, ^as; tDas + y [a,, a,])

+ <p(^as, ktDas + *Y(2k - l)[a„ as] ;  tDas + |- [a,, a,]) .

Comparing the coefficients of tk~1, we obtain

|-rt<V 0«,) - "<* - W* («,, ¿J'y 00^) + *y(|-as; Da^j.   Q.E.D.

If co0 is flat, then from Proposition (2.1), we have <¿>(Í2,) = cf(A:f¿ i¿>(a; üt)dt).

Hence if ip(f2,) = 0, then the form A^coq, co,) = kf^tpia; £lt)dt is a closed

form on M, and we have the following:

Theorem 1. // <p £ IkiG) and co, /s any connection form on P such that

<p(i2j) = 0, then for any flat connection co0 and k> l,the cohomology class

{A (co0, co,)} £ H2k~1iM; R) is a deformation invariant, that is, an invariant

through the deformations of fiat connections.

Let F be a flat GL(m)-bundle over M with flat connection co0. If Q is an

0(7?î)-reduction, then for any connection co, on Q, <{>iQx) = 0, where deg <p =

2k - 1 ik - 1,2, 3,... ). In this case, the class {A^co,,, co,)} £ H4k~3iM) is

the same as the secondary characteristic invariants A (xfc) EHAk~3iM) ik = 1,2,

. . . ) constructed by Kamber and Tondeur [7]. See [8, p. 69] for the existence

and [8, p. 86] for the deformation invariance for k > 1 of these invariants.

3. Characteristic classes for flat connections. Let co0, co, be two flat

connections of the G-bundle F over M.  Put a = co, - co0; then for <p E IkiG),

ip(a; Da) is a (27c - l)-form on F.  <p(a; Da) can be projected to the base manifold

M, that is, there exists a unique {Ik - l)-form % on M such that its pullback by

the projection is (¿>(a; Da).

Proposition (3.1). Ifk> \,%isa closed form.

Proof.  It suffices to prove that </>(a; Da) is a closed form. From Lemma

(1.2) and the assumption that co0 is flat, we have D2a = 0. By (2.3), we obtain

Da = -1A[a,a]. Thus cfy)(a; Da) = ip(Da) = (-l/2)fcip([a, a]). By the invariance

of <p, we have

<¿<[a, a]) + (k- IMa, [[a, a], a] ; [a, a]) = 0.

Therefore we conclude that d<p(a; Da) = 0 by (1.4).

We will exhibit a formula to see how this form depends on the connections.

Proposition (3.2). Suppose co, cos, s £ [0, 1], are flat connection on P.

Then for </> E 7k(G), k>\,we have
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3_
ds

rta,;Das) = -{2k - l)ä<p\a,,^a,;Da,).

Proof.

^«a,; Da,) = <p(^a,; Da,) + {k - l)<p(a,, ̂ Da,; Da^

- <p(Jj<V Da,) +{k- iïp(a,, - ̂ a,, «SJ ; Da,)

= vite"*1 Da*) ~(k~l}p v01*'Us] ' 97aj; Day

= ^a,-,Da,)+2{k-iyp^a,-,Da,)

= {2k-l)*(^a,;Da^.

Comparing this equality with Proposition (2.4), we have

J^-rt«,; Da,) = ~{2k - l)d<p (a,, ̂ a,; Da,).

As a consequence, we have the following

Theorem 2. For <p E Ik{G), {«¿(a; Da)} E H2k~x{M; R) is a deformation

invariant for k> 1.

Proof.   From Proposition (3.2), we have

¿•tfo,; Da,) = -{2k - l)d<p(a,, ^a,; ZtaJ.

Integrating both sides, we have

iP{a1;Da1)-^a0;Da0) = d(-{2k- 1) fo<p(a,,^a,;DaJ ds).   Q.ED.

In the assumptions of Proposition (3.2), if we put co = co0, then <x0 = 0.

Hence tp{a1 ; Dctj) is an exact form. Therefore this class gives an obstruction to

the deformations of flat connections. We state this fact in the following

Proposition (3.3). Ifus, s E [0,1], is a smooth 1-parameter family of

flat connections, put a = coj - co0. Then for y E Ik{G), k > 1, we have

fa(a; £>a)} = 0 in H2k-\M; R).

The following proposition given by Kamber and Tondeur in [7] will show

that Proposition (3.3) is false for k = 1.

Let M be a manifold with flat connection co0 and an arbitrary Riemannian

flat connection coj. Such a manifold exists, for example M = T2. Let F be the

frame bundle of M
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Proposition (3.4) (Kamber-Tondeur). Suppose dimM= n > 2. If

h: itxiM) —+ r is the holonomy representation of the connection co0, then we

have

$ tr co0 = ~2j logldet A(t)|   for y E jr,(M).

We will give an example to show these classes are nontrivial.

Let M be the group manifold 50(3). Denote by F the frame bundle over

M with structure group GL(3; R). The Lie algebra of GL(3; R) is gl(3; R). Let

e¡j denote the matrix in fl/(3; R) with the entry in the z'th row and ;'th column

equal to 1 and all other entries 0.

Put Xx = ex2 -e2x,X2 = ex3 -e3X,X3 = e23 -e32.  {X¡}f=x is a

basis of «o(3), the Lie algebra of 50(3). We have

[Xx, X2\ = ~X3,   [X3, xx\ =—x2,   \x2, X3\ =— Xx.

If we denote by {Qt}f=x the left invariant forms on 50(3) dual to the basis

{X¡}f=i > then the Maurer-Cartan equations are given by

dd1=62A03,   dd2 = 63A61,   d83 = 61A62.

The (+) connection on 50(3) is defined by VXY = [X, Y] for all left in-

variant vector fields X, Y.  Denote by co0 the connection form with respect to

{X¡}f=x, that is, VXf = (co0)/ ® Xf. We have

/ o     e3 -e2
co0= -03    o     01

\e2  -e1    o

We know that co0 is flat. The (-) connection is defined by VX = 0 for all

left invariant vector fields. If we denote by co, its connection form, then co, =

0. Again, co, is also flat.

Put a = co, - co0 and let Da be the exterior covariant derivative of a with

respect to the connection co0. Then

/    o       e1Ae2 -ô3A0i\
Da=   [-01 A02 0 02A 03 I.

\  83 A fl1    -02A03 0     /

If we consider the invariant polynomial <p E /2(GL(3; R)) defined by <pÇX)

= traceur2), then <p(a; Da) = 601 A 02 A 03. Hence {<p(a; Da)} # 0 in

Ä3(50(3); R), and we have

Proposition (3.5). The (+) and (-) connections in 50(3) cannot be de-

formed to each other.

As will be seen in §4, 7V>(co0) and ?V(co,) define different cohomology
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classes. By virtue of Theorem 3, we again have the nondeformability of (+) and

(-) connections.

4. Generalized Chern-Weil formula. We will generalize Bott's work in [1]

and give a more systematic treatment of the transgression forms.

Let F be a principal G-bundle over M with projection it. P x Rn is then a

G-bundle over M x Rn with projection it x id.

Given <p G Ik{G) and a connection form co on F, we define two forms

/t(co)p and X(coty on F of degree 2k - 1 and 2k respectively by

¿i(co)p = Tipioj),     X(coty = ¥$2).

Then we have d(ju(co)<p) = X(co)^.

If co0, coj,. .., co„ are connection forms on F, define a connection

co0>ij2.„ on the principal G-bundle F x Rn —* M x Rn as follows,

!(1 - S?= , af)co0 + ajco, + • • • + a„co„    on F x {at}n= x,

0    on {«} x Rn for u G F.

Let A" = {(a,,..., a„) G F", 2?=1 a,. < 1, a, > 0}. Then Pxi"^

F is a fibre bundle with fibre A" a compact space. Thus we have the notion of

integration along the fibre ity . More precisely, ffj   is a canonical homomorphism

ff1#: Ar(F x A") —+ Ar~n{P) which is zero for r < n and satisfying

(4.1) d°7ru +(-l)"+17r1#od = (-l)n+1^^ o,*

where 7rj is the projection of the fibre bundle n\: P x 9A" —•*■ P.

We define two differential forms

Xicoo.co,,. .. ,co„)p   and   /i(co0, col5.. . , co„)p

on F by

X(co0, Wl,..., co> = (-l)I,,/2]irlt(X(co0>1>2.n>f\pxAn),

/i(co0, co,,. . . ,w> = (-1)!"'2^mWf*oAa„tMrxAJ¡

we have

deg X(co0, coj.co„)p = 2k-n,

deg ju(co0, cox,. .. , co„>p = 2k - 1 - n.

Notice that X(co0, cox,. .., con)p is a form on AT, while ju(co0, coj,. . ., co„)p

is defined, in general, only on F.

The relations among these forms are given by
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cfp(co0, co,, ... , co„V = (-l)"X(co0, CO,, . . . , CO,-, . . . , co„V

(4.2) „
+ Z (-l)/i(co0, co,.co,.iúnyp

1=0

where A means the deleted term.

Proof.

rfp(co0,co,,.. . ,co> = (-l)I"/aI<fir1,CM(«o,i,a,...^i)r,lJ)XAB)

= i-l)M2H-irnuidp^QtXt2^)^pxán)

+ (M)[«/2l(-l)n + M>("o,i,2.7,^x3^)   by (4.1).

The first term in the right-hand side is (-l)"\(co0, co,,. . . , u„ypx by

the fact that dpioSty = X(co)<p. By the definition of connection co0)1)2.„»we

see that

<<Kwo,i,2,..,»H,x8A»)

- *1.(Z (-l)'M(cOo,l,2,..,f,...,7,W/>XA7,-lj

= (-i)I(«-D/2] ¿ (-l)'p(co0, CO,, .... CO,-, ..., co>.
1=0

Going back to the original identity, we have

cfp(co0)co,, . . . ,co„V

= (-l)"X(co0,co,,... ,co„V

+ (_1)I"/2]+(„ + i)+[(„-i)/2i ¿ (-iyKWo) Wi> . . . ,ô/, . . . iC0>.
1=0

By the fact that [n/2] + (« + 1) + [(« - l)/2] is always an even integer,

we have (4.2).

From this formula, we can recover the formula given by Bott in [1].
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(4.3) £?X(co0, co,,. .   , co„)p = £(- l)'\(co0, co,, . .   ,u¡,..., co„)/>.
i=0

Proof of (4.3). Applying the exterior differentia] operator d to both sides

of (4.2), we have
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0 = (- 1)"£/A(co0, co,.... , co„V + Z (~l)'dM(w0, co,, . . . , co,-, . . . , co„)p.
1=0

If we apply the formula (4.2) again, we have
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n

dX(co0, coj,. . . , co„V = ("1)" + 1 £ (-iydM(co0,. . . , cô,., - . . , co„)¿>
1=0

= r_iv»+i v r-nV-n"-1- (-i)"+1 Z (-îyc-iy-^K, col .... co,., ..., co>
/=0

+ (-1)" + 1 Eí-O'^MÍWo- cox, .... cÔy, ... , «,, . . . , co>
i<i

+ (-l)n + 1 E(-i)/+/+ V(co0, COp . . . , CO,-, . . . , CÔy, . . . , co>.

/>i

The second and third terms in the right-hand side cancel each other, so we obtain

(4.3).
Before proceeding any further, we will explain these forms in the case n — 1.

(4.4) X(co0, cojV = *jo v<coi - co0; Q.t)dt,

where Í2f is the curvature form of the connection cof = icoj + (1 - r)co0 for

t G [0, 1]. In fact, if we denote the curvature form of the connection co0 j by

Í20 j, we have

X(C00, COjV - *i.O("o,iMpxAi) - Tit(^o,i)li>XAi)

= itx ip{dt A (coj - co0) + Í2()   on F x {t}

= k\   tfiico1 - co0; Slt)dt.

(4.5) /i(co0, co! yp = k{k - 1) f* f* <p(wt, sa; sSlt + ^^- [a, a]) ds dt

where a = coj - co0, co, = fcoj + (1 - t)w0 for t G [0, 1], Í2, = dco, +

Vi[<j)t, cof].

Proof of (4.5).

/i(co0, wxyp = >Ti.Oi(«0,l>PlpXAl)

= iri.k)0V\?o,i>sd(>>o,1 +y[«o,i'wo,i])*

= wxJc f vjfco,; s{dt A a + Í2f) + ——■ [a, a] J ds   on F x {t}

= k{k - 1) J   J   i¿> Í cof, sa; sí2f +        5 [a, a] J ds dt.

Using the formulas we have just derived and the interpretation of these

forms, we are in a position to prove how the transgression form depends upon

the connections.

Proof of Proposition (1.4). By (4.2), we have
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M(WÍ+Ai) - K<*a) = A("j> "s+AiV + <W«,> Wi+A>-

By definition, we know that

r) /) 1
gFr^(cos) = g7p(co>=     tor^   ^{p(cos+A>-p(co>}.

Therefore it suffices to prove the following.

Lemma (4.1). //cos, s £ [0, 1], is a smooth 1-parameter family of connec-

tions on P, then for <pE 7fc(G), we have

JA   aFx^'^+a> = ̂ (o7^;í2V-

Proof. By (4.4), X(cos, cos+A> = /c/o0(ws+as " ««5 ni.»)* where

Sls t is the curvature form of the connection of the affine combination of cos

and coí+Aí, that is,

ns,r " dK + íCWj+Ai " us)) + ^K + 'H+Ai - Wi>> °>s + <(«*+** - wi)l •

Í2S. So we have

Letting As approach zero, we have limA4_>0 Slst = do>s + &[cos, cos] =

5o we have

Aí?0 "Â7X(co*' "«+a> s *J0 ^(äF"«5 n«) dt = **(&"/ n*)• qe:d-

Similarly, if we use the Bott's formula (4.3), we can derive the formula given by

Heitsch [4]. The following proof is given by Professor T. Nagano.

Proof of Corollary (22). By (4.3), we have

H^s+As' «V - *(«,, «V = -*(«,, coi+A> + dX(co,, coí+Aí, co>p.

But by Lemma (4.1), we see that

a i
gjXC«,, coV =     Km    -^-{X(coJ+As,co>p-X(coJ,co>p}

= -/ty>((9/ds)cos; S24) + exact form.

Theorem 3. If<os, s E [0,1], is a smooth 1-parameterfamily of flat

connections, then for $ E IkiG), k > 1,

{/i(cor>} = Wwife} EH2k-\P;R).

Proof.  Since co0, co, are flat, p(co0)^ and p(co,)^ are closed forms on F.

Put a = co, - co0, co, = co0 + fa for t E [0,1], Ùt = dcôt + %[cöf, cö,].

By definition, we have X(co0, co,)^ = kf^ipia; Ùt)dt.  But by (2.1) and

(2.2), we have Ût = (f - i2)Da. So X(co0, co,)¿> = (fc/¿(f - t2)k~l dfypia; Da)
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= cky{a; Da) where ck = kfx0{t - t2)k~x dt = k\{k - l)!/(2fc - 1)!.

By Proposition (3.3), {ip{°r> Da)} = 0. Hence if we apply formula {42),

it is clear to see that iju(co0)p} = {pio}^}.   Q.E.D. It should be pointed out

that Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 have the same contents.

Consider the example given in §3, /i(co0)<p = 2/0 tr(co0 A Slt)dt where

Í2, = (r2 - f)co0 A co0. By the fact that co0 A co0 A co0 = 6(0* A 02 A 63)I,

fx0{t2 - t)dt = -1/6 we have ju(Wr> = ~2fll A fl2 A fl3- Hence ÍM(w0V> * °

in H3{SO{3); R). It is easy to see that {jifa^} = 0. By Theorem 3, we have

again obtained Proposition (3.5).
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